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tied. I cannot do nothing. I have no authority I have no power of
any kind unless we do these things that we are planning on doing.
I wrote a resolution that I was going to present to the three tirbes
this last Saturday. But as Allen Soomti said there was not enoggh
there. So we done the next best thing and got the superintendent
to recall this meeting. Whatever we do Sat. it's gonna be offical.
So it's now up to you. It's up to you whatever adults we have in the
tribe ought t o g o over that. Now it's gonna be up to you as what you
want"to do but I would tell you one thing as I have always said..
I'm not afraid to take a stand one way or the other. I might be
by myself but I'm not afraid to take a stand. I favor a percaptia
payment I disfavor spparate constition for Apaches. I will fight
that to the bitter end. I might be the only one but I cannot see
how gain in separate constituion so the move is on now that-s—
you gonna decide thaCT All right, when we got Mr. Grissom to agree to
call this meeting for the Apaches, Mr. Miscowsky invi^d me to the
Kiowas meeting that afternoon. He wanted me over there so I attend t)a
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Kiowa meeting. Vincent Bointy was the chairman for the Meeting he
also requested the Kiowas meeting. So thpy got one for you Kiowas
that are here. At 1:00 the 29th at the Jr. HigTi school at Carnegie.
You be there, youa be there cause that's your meeting and you gonna
have to go on record on what you want and what you don't want. This
is the right that you have a privilege that you have and if you don't
/
do "it it's just ^our own fault. So I'm hopeful that our Apaches will
respond, also/the Kiowas. That's where I believe if we get the fight
kind of support and cooperation I would not hesitate to say with in
30 days/we'll have our government starightened out. We'll be back in

